Council on Academic Affairs
January 23, 2008
3:00-5:00p
200 Bricker Hall

AGENDA

1. Approval of the Minutes from Meetings November 28 and December 5, 2007, and January 9, 2008

2. Comments from the Chair – Professor E. Kay Halasek

3. Comments from the Vice Chair – Professor W. Randy Smith

4. Professors E. Kay Halasek and W. Randy Smith, Subcommittee D
   • Credit Change to Hours in SAMP MS degree
   • Proposed Computer/Technology Endorsement
   • Continued Discussion on Revised Center Guidelines

5. Professor Brian Winer, Subcommittee B – Proposal to Establish Environmental Engineering Major

Guests: Professors Carolyn Merry, Chair, Hal Walker, Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering and Geodetic Science and Robert Gustafson, Associate Dean, College of Engineering